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1. Background
On September 4, 2012, President Santos announced the signing of a General Agreement for
the Termination of the Conflict between the Government of Colombia and the FARC, setting in
motion the fourth official peace talks with this group. The initial agenda includes: 1) integrated
rural reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the
end of the conflict (laying down arms and reintegration into civilian life); 4) drug trafficking;
and 5) rights of victims. Preparatory talks started in Oslo on October 17, 2012 and substantive
dialogues, in Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one
on the first point on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on
the next point, political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from January 30th to February 4th
Military taps peace process communications
After 15 months of secret investigations, Semana Magazine released information about a
military communications bunker in the west of Bogotá, from which military intelligence was
intercepting peace process communications from high-level GOC representatives. The bunker
was disguised as a restaurant, and was under the control of a captain in BITEC-1 intelligence
unit. It held the project name “Andromeda”, and was originally part of intelligence efforts of
the same name that used to monitor and investigate illegal activity.1
The AGO is currently investigating the case and President Santos met with high military
commanders on Tuesday asking for confirmation that military intelligence is in fact responsible
for the interceptions. Santos released a statement expressing his disapproval of the
interceptions and assuring that whoever is responsible will be punished.2
Ministry of Justice announces peace team
The Ministry of Justice announced that it will launch a team of experts to work on three peacerelated topics: the design of judicial mechanisms for the implementation of peace agreements;
justice reforms to support peace; and adjustments to criminal law. The commission is
comprised of various ex-ministers, ex-magistrates, and lawyers.3
FARC accuses GOC of rejecting humanitarian agreement
After Vice President Garzón suggested that the FARC and the GOC should sign a humanitarian
agreement to prevent future damage to civilians in the conflict, the FARC said they support
such an accord. However, they accused the GOC of rejecting the idea.4 The Church requested
that the FARC accept humanitarian conditions to stop kidnapping and prevent civilian deaths.5
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Most of country already in post-conflict phase
Minister of Defense Juan Carlos Pinzón gave a security update to President Santos on Monday.
This included the following statistics: 93% of municipalities have no guerrilla activity; 92% have
not registered kidnapping for extortion in the last three years; and 74% have no presence of
illegal armed groups or criminal bands (BACRIM). This means that the majority of
municipalities in the country are already in the post-conflict phase.6

3. Dialogues & Agenda
FARC propose crop substitution oversight committee
Among their latest proposals on the current debate topic of illegal drugs, the FARC proposed a
crop substitution oversight committee comprised of representatives of the UNODC, UNASUR,
and academia. This group would supervise and monitor implementation of a crop substitution
program arising from an agreement on the illegal drugs agenda point. The FARC’s suggested
timeline for this program is five years.7
Request for de-mining to made an agenda point
Magistrate Jaime Orlando Santofimio requested that President Santos make anti-personnel
mines and efforts at demining a point on the negotiations agenda. Santofimio emphasized that
demining will be essential for lasting peace.8
The topic currently being discussed is illegal drugs, and the dialogue teams returned for the
twentieth round of talks on Monday.9
GOC dialogue team leader warns that stigmatization must be avoided
GOC dialogue team leader Humberto de la Calle stated that in order for peace to be
sustainable, new political parties and groups arising from a peace agreement with the FARC
must not be stigmatized. He stated that pre-conceptions and stigmatization by both sides
could prolong social and political divisions.10

4. International
Mújica met with FARC, drawing criticism from Uribe
Uruguayan President Mújica confirmed that he met with representatives from the GOC-FARC
talks. Although he did not state which side was represented in his meeting, it is rumored that
he met with representatives of the FARC. Ex-President Uribe criticized this meeting with the
FARC, saying that it gave the guerrilla group too much international recognition.11
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Ecuador possible GOC-ELN dialogue host
Ecuadorian Minister of Foreign Relations Ricardo Patiño said Ecuador is a likely candidate to
host GOC-ELN peace talks, and that discussions to define terms of this role are progressing.12
Clegg visits reintegration projects
UK Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg met with President Santos on Monday to discuss foreign
investment and the peace process. He then met with Colombian Reintegration Agency (ACR)
Director Alejandro Eder to learn about DDR and visit a reintegration project.13

5. Emerging Challenges & Responses
National Guard made up of ex-FARC?
Julio César Castillo of the Cambio Radical (Radical Change) center-right party suggested that
ex-combatants who demobilize from the FARC as a result of a peace agreement should join a
new National Guard. This security entity would be state-controlled and protect the borders
and internal highways, allowing the military to concentrate their resources elsewhere. Castillo
said the creation of this National Guard could assist with employment upon reintegration.14
FARC warn voters to avoid “false dilemma”
As the elections approach, discussions about peace frequently focus on candidates’ support –
or lack thereof – for the talks. The FARC called on voters to avoid the “false dilemma” between
Santos and Uribe, who are similar candidates, and to vote for an alternative government.15

6. Timeline

Colombian Peace Process: 2012 - present
Talks begin in Havana
(Nov)
Preparatory talks start
in Havana (Nov)

Rural development
forum (Dec 17-19)
Political participation
forum (Apr 28-30)

Negotiations start in
Norway (Oct)

2012

Exploratory talks start
in Cuba (Feb)

Agreement on agenda
point 1: rural reform
(May 26)

Peace march
(Apr 9)

2013

FARC cease fire
ends (Jan 20)

FARC cease fire
begins (Nov 20)
Signing of General
Agreement for the
End of Conflict
announced (Sep)

2014
Agreement on agenda
point 2: political
participation (Nov 6)
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7. Further Reading
Conciliation Resources report on gender, violence, and post-2015 development goals
Think tank Conciliation Resources released a report with recommendations on how to
incorporate a focus on gender and violence into a post-2015 development agenda. The report
demonstrates how gender, violence, and development are linked, and stresses the importance
of inclusive decision-making in the post-2015 agenda. The report also mentions indicators that
can be integrated into the development framework to resolve issues in these areas. 16
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1. Background
On September 4, 2012, President Santos announced the signing of a General Agreement for
the Termination of the Conflict between the Government of Colombia and the FARC, setting in
motion the fourth official peace talks with this group. The initial agenda includes: 1) integrated
rural reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the
end of the conflict (laying down arms and reintegration into civilian life); 4) drug trafficking;
and 5) rights of victims. Preparatory talks started in Oslo on October 17, 2012 and substantive
dialogues, in Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one
on the first point on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on
the next point, political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from February 5th to February 11th
Military taps scandal continues
Last week’s revelation about a bunker from which a military intelligence unit was intercepting
peace process communications is causing controversy. President Santos suspended two
Generals for failing to report the AGO investigation of the unit. Santos stated that
investigations will clarify which parts of the unit’s activity were legal.17 It is not known whether
communication by GOC dialogue team members was intercepted, which would be illegal.18
The AGO stated that a FARC website was targeted,19 and journalists said their communication
with FARC spokespeople was tapped.20 Others report that technology supporting the dialogues
is inviolable, so it would be impossible to intercept communication.21 Minister of Defense Juan
Carlos Pinzón was questioned about the intelligence unit’s activity in Congress, and the InterAmerican Commission of Human Rights has asked Santos for information on the case.22
The FARC criticized Santos for saying part of the unit’s operations could be legal, and accused
ex-President Uribe of being behind the taps.23 Uribe responded that he no longer has an
institutional relationship with the military and has no connection whatsoever to the scandal.24

3. Dialogues & Agenda
State cannot leave drug-producing regions
UNODC Representative in Colombia Bo Mathiasen addressed the FARC’s proposals on the topic
of illegal drugs. He stated that drug production areas cannot be demilitarized as the FARC
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suggest, and that the State must increase its presence through education and other
institutions.25 Illegal drugs are the topic in the current round of talks, which ends on Thursday.
FARC reject unilateral ceasefire during elections
Various civil society and political groups have asked the FARC to declare a unilateral ceasefire
for the legislative elections on March 9th. The guerrilla group rejected the proposal, saying that
the real threat to election security is the interception of peace process communications by the
military. The FARC did declare themselves willing to discuss the possibility of a bilateral
ceasefire with the GOC, which has repeatedly rejected such an idea.26

4. International
Humala expresses support for peace process
Peruvian President Ollanta Humala arrived in Cartagena for the Pacific Alliance meeting last
week. In a brief statement to the press, Humala stated his support for the peace process and
his hope that it will end in stable peace.27

5. Emerging Challenges & Responses
Demobilized FARC could work in Amazon recovery project
Environmental Minister Luz Helena Sarmiento stated that FARC members who demobilize as a
result of a peace agreement could become part of an environmental recovery project in the
Amazon. The “Visión Amazonia” project will aim to reforest the Amazon and facilitate its
recovery from pollution, and will incorporate ex-FARC combatants during their reintegration.28
ICBF asks FARC to return child soldiers
ICBF Director Marco Aurelio Zuluaga made a public statement requesting that the FARC
release all child soldiers to the ICBF so that they can be returned to their families.

6. Other Voices
Launch of “Reconciliación Colombia” aims to facilitate reconciliation
More than 30 civil society organizations came together to launch Reconciliación Colombia, an
initiative that aims to generate regional dialogue to facilitate knowledge transfer about best
practices in reconciliation. A series of regional meetings will be held so that businesses, local
and regional governments, and civil society organizations can exchange experiences and ideas
about the process of reconciliation. Reconciliación Colombia is supported by USAID and IOM.29
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7. Timeline

Colombian Peace Process: 2012 - present
Talks begin in Havana
(Nov)
Preparatory talks start
in Havana (Nov)

Rural development
forum (Dec 17-19)
Political participation
forum (Apr 28-30)

Negotiations start in
Norway (Oct)

2012

Exploratory talks start
in Cuba (Feb)

Agreement on agenda
point 1: rural reform
(May 26)

Peace march
(Apr 9)

2013

FARC cease fire
ends (Jan 20)

FARC cease fire
begins (Nov 20)
Signing of General
Agreement for the
End of Conflict
announced (Sep)

2014
Agreement on agenda
point 2: political
participation (Nov 6)

8. Further Reading
Young man forgives his kidnappers
Daniel Alejandro Cano was kidnapped by the Guevarist Revolutionary Army (ERG) when he was
eighteen years old. Just a few years later, he is back at home and in this narrative, expresses
how it is that he was able to forgive his kidnappers.30
41% of Colombians believe that a peace agreement is possible
Datexco conducted a survey of 900 households in Colombia. The company found that 41% of
Colombians believe that a peace agreement between the GOC and the FARC is possible – up
2% since December 2013. The study also found that 38% of Colombians think that the country
is on the path to success, representing a 2% decrease since December.31
WOLA panel discusses peace talks
The Washington Office on Latin America held a panel to discuss the current status of the peace
talks. The discussion included Colombian Senate President Juan Fernando Cristo, Ariel Ávila
(Fundación Paz y Reconciliación), and Virginia Bouvier (United States Institute for Peace).
Topics of discussion related to progress in the talks and the relationship between the peace
process and upcoming elections. The video of the panel is now available online.32
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1. Background
On September 4, 2012, President Santos announced the signing of a General Agreement for
the Termination of the Conflict between the Government of Colombia and the FARC, setting in
motion the fourth official peace talks with this group. The initial agenda includes: 1) integrated
rural reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the
end of the conflict (laying down arms and reintegration into civilian life); 4) drug trafficking;
and 5) rights of victims. Preparatory talks started in Oslo on October 17, 2012 and substantive
dialogues, in Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one
on the first point on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on
the next point, political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from February 12th to February 18th
Additional military scandal sheds light on corruption
While investigations continue to clarify the nature and activity of the military intelligence unit
suspected of intercepting communication with peace process team members, an additional
scandal involving high-level military commanders has come to light. Recorded phone
conversations show that those in charge of approving purchases of technology, equipment,
and other necessary materials were pocketing up to 50% of the funds paid to the armed forces
in military contracts.33 Six generals have already resigned or been dismissed, and there may be
a complete overhaul of the armed forces command unit this week.34

3. Dialogues & Agenda
Draft agreement on illegal drugs announced
After three months of discussion on the topic, the GOC and the FARC announced a draft
agreement on illegal drugs. Although points of contention remain, three “sub-points” have
been agreed upon: 1) the solution to the problem of illegal crops is closely tied to rural reform
and development (upon which there already exists an agreement); 2) the planning and
implementation of the solution should involve the communities affected by it; 3) state
presence must be strengthened in the regions in which illegal crop cultivation is common,
which are often heavily affected by the presence of the illegal armed groups. Environmental
recovery and sustainable development were also overarching topics of consensus.35 The
twentieth round of talks closed on February 14th. The twenty-first round will begin on February
24th.
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4. International
International political actors send letter of support
Nineteen politicians, academics, and members of the international political community sent a
letter to the GOC and dialogue teams, expressing support for the peace process. Highlighting
how necessary dialogue is in the resolution of conflict, and praising the progress made in the
talks, the letter stated the hope that Colombia will once again be a united and peaceful
country. Signatories included: Jacques Chirac, ex-President of France; Desmond Tutu, Nobel
Peace Prize recipient; Federico Mayor Saragoza, ex-Secretary General of UNESCO; and Oscar
Andres Santamaria, government representative for El Salvador in negotiations with the
FMLN.36
UK and Norway reiterate support for peace talks
President Santos met with the Foreign Affairs Ministers of the UK and Norway last week. Both
stated their continued support for the peace process between the GOC and the FARC, as well
as expressing their eagerness to explore investment opportunities in Colombia.37
Uruguay as host for ELN talks?
President Mujica of Uruguay offered his country as host for possible peace talks with the ELN.38
Exploratory talks between the GOC and ELN are rumored to be held currently, but no details
have been released and a peace process with the guerrilla group has yet to be confirmed.

5. Emerging Challenges & Responses
Peace process in suspense over elections
Congressional elections are to be held on March 9th. The Congress members voted into office
will be responsible for legislating on an eventual peace agreement with the FARC, making their
election a key factor in the peace process. El Tiempo published an analysis of the
Congressional candidates’ different perspectives on the peace process and the ways in which
their election could affect the progress and possible eventual implementation of agreements.39
Antioquia is number 1 for child recruitment
Antioquia tops the list of departments of Colombia in which child recruitment occurs. The
region was followed by Arauca, Chocó, Córdoba, Putumayo, Cauca, and Nariño.40

6. Other Voices
Reconciliación Colombia highlights range of reconciliation initiatives
The first meeting of Reconciliación Colombia, an initiative that aims to generate dialogue and
facilitate knowledge transfer about reconciliation, was held in Medellín. Representatives from
sixty civil society organizations, businesses, local governments, and international entities in
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Antioquia and Putumayo met to exchange information about efforts to facilitate reconciliation
in their departments. This was the first of six events to bring together representatives from
different regions and explore successful models of reconciliation.41 USAID and IOM are among
the many national and international entities supporting the initiative.
We must open the door to peace: President of the Supreme Court
The new president of the Supreme Court of Justice, Luis Gabriel Miranda Buelvas, was
interviewed by El Espectador. He stated that it is important that Colombia explore all possible
opportunities for peace, and discussed proposed reforms to the justice system.42

7. Timeline

Colombian Peace Process: 2012 - present
Talks begin in Havana
(Nov)
Preparatory talks start
in Havana (Nov)

Rural development
forum (Dec 17-19)
Political participation
forum (Apr 28-30)
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2012

Exploratory talks start
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Agreement on agenda
point 1: rural reform
(May 26)

Peace march
(Apr 9)

2013

FARC cease fire
ends (Jan 20)

FARC cease fire
begins (Nov 20)
Signing of General
Agreement for the
End of Conflict
announced (Sep)

2014
Agreement on agenda
point 2: political
participation (Nov 6)

8. Further Reading
Historical memory a key part of reconciliation
Lucía González, director of the Memory House Museum in Medellín and expert on the topic of
historical memory, was interviewed for the ‘Reconciliación Colombia’ website. She believes
that one of the greatest challenges to historical memory is creating a pluralistic representation
of how the conflict has affected all parts of society, taking all sectors of society into account. In
the interview, she discusses her definition of memory, approaches to creating historical
memory while the conflict is still occurring, and the relationship between memory and
reconciliation.43
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1. Background
On September 4, 2012, President Santos announced the signing of a General Agreement for
the Termination of the Conflict between the Government of Colombia and the FARC, setting in
motion the fourth official peace talks with this group. The initial agenda includes: 1) integrated
rural reform; 2) the guarantee of functional political opposition and civic participation; 3) the
end of the conflict (laying down arms and reintegration into civilian life); 4) drug trafficking;
and 5) rights of victims. Preparatory talks started in Oslo on October 17, 2012 and substantive
dialogues, in Havana, on November 19, 2012. Two agreements have been reached so far: one
on the first point on the agenda, integrated rural reform, on May 26, 2013; and the second on
the next point, political participation, on November 6, 2013.

2. Key Developments from February 19th to February 25th
Spotlight on military highlights uncertainty on peace process
Much attention has been paid to the military after the discovery of an intelligence unit’s
supposed interception of peace talk communications and the finding that top commanders
were funneling money off military contract funds. As the acts were investigated, expressions of
military doubts about the peace process came to light, focusing on hopes that the armed
forces will not be a topic in the dialogues in terms of their function, size, and judicial benefits.44
President Santos denied rumors that the dialogues would address or result in the restructuring
of the military, stating that those who spread this information try to damage the dialogues.45
Vice Presidential nominee expresses support for peace process
President Santos declared that his nominee for running mate in May’s presidential elections
will be ex-Minister of the Interior German Vargas Lleras, as current Vice President Angelino
Garzón does not wish to run. Despite not having been a vocal supporter of the peace process
in the past, Vargas Lleras stated that if the talks achieve a positive outcome, he will do
everything in his power to implement a peace agreement as efficiently as possible.46

3. Dialogues & Agenda
Next round of talks begins
The 21st round of peace talks began on Monday February 24th. The topic remains illegal drugs,
upon which the FARC made eight proposals, which focused on recognition of the problem of
drug consumption as a public health issue, and the state’s responsibility for its resolution.47

GOC rejects FARC criticism of Colombian institutions
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GOC head of the dialogues team, Humberto de la Calle, rejected the FARC’s criticism last week
of Colombian institutions such as the police and the military. De la Calle said that if the
guerrillas wish to participate in public debates, they should reach a peace agreement first.48
The FARC responded they will not refrain from stating their opinions, whether or not a peace
accord is achieved.49
President Santos clarified that the Colombian political and economic systems are up for debate
in the dialogues. He re-asserted that those ultimately responsible for human rights violations
in the conflict will be brought to justice.50

4. Emerging Challenges & Responses
Intellectuals encourage the ELN to participate in a peace process
A group of 42 Colombian intellectuals including columnist Maria Elvira Samper, journalist
Daniel Samper, and novelist William Ospina, wrote an open letter to the ELN expressing their
wish to participate in a process to begin peace talks and formalize a peace agreement.51
Meanwhile, ELN commander alias ‘Gabino’ released a video stating that victims’ reparations
and the clarification of truth would be key in a peace process with the GOC.52
Relocation of “post-conflict police” to begin next month
The director of police training stated that the relocation of police officers who will concentrate
on post-conflict topics will begin in March. Five thousand officers will finish their post-conflict
training within the next few weeks, specializing in community work, communication for
development and conflict resolution. They will be sent to heavily conflict-affected areas.53

5. Other Voices
Local mayors meet to discuss post-conflict
A summit was held to allow mayors of municipalities around the country to meet and discuss
their perspectives and strategies for the post-conflict phase. President Santos praised this
event, highlighting the fact that a final peace agreement would be implemented with a strong
regional perspective.54
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6. Timeline

Colombian Peace Process: 2012 - present
Talks begin in Havana
(Nov)
Preparatory talks start
in Havana (Nov)

Rural development
forum (Dec 17-19)
Political participation
forum (Apr 28-30)

Negotiations start in
Norway (Oct)

2012

Exploratory talks start
in Cuba (Feb)

Agreement on agenda
point 1: rural reform
(May 26)

Peace march
(Apr 9)

2013

FARC cease fire
ends (Jan 20)

FARC cease fire
begins (Nov 20)
Signing of General
Agreement for the
End of Conflict
announced (Sep)

2014
Agreement on agenda
point 2: political
participation (Nov 6)

7. Further Reading
The Economist publishes article on military scandal
News of the scandals rocking Colombia’s armed forces made The Economist’s headlines, with
an article on the significance of the discovery that the army was intercepting peace talk
communications and that top commanders were stealing money from military contracts.55
Attack on presidential candidate casts doubt on peace talks: FARC
The FARC stated that Sunday’s attempted attack on leftist presidential candidate, Aída Avella,
affects the credibility of the peace process, because enemies of the peace process are acting
openly against political opposition.56
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